
48 Ali soliman
Elzawya Elhamra
Egypt

E-mail:  ahmed_alanwar_alasad@yahoo.com
Phone:  01140802016

OBJECTIVE Seeking a position as an Interpreter where extensive experience will be further developed
and utilised. Where my latent passion can be finally illuminated and my dedication be
oriented towards a worthwhile career.

WORK
EXPERIENCE

HSBC OCT/2016 — OCT/2017

Online June2015 — present

Customer service representative
CSR at bank HSBC ; where i served five regions using my English and Arabic
languages .
Dealing with variety of people with different backgrounds from all over the world 
Sending Emails , making presentations , Banking services , numerous exam (AML ,
banking , Cards .. ) 
Running investigations for IB transfers ,
ranked first with a scord card of 113% , first in all the Exams .  

Free lancer Translator
Freelancing translator for subscene ( series and movies ) Exclusive translation. 
online websites 

QUALIFICATIONS Bachelor degree in English literature 
Diploma of foundation in translation from the AUC 
International certificate of ICDL 
Certificate of soliya trainig ( for public squares representaive ) 
Mastering computer skills

EDUCATION Translation and interpretation AUG 2016 — Present

English literature Sept2012 — June2016

AUC
Foundation Diploma in Translation

Faculty of arts department of English
-Graduated from Facult of arts department of English 

-Ranked second ( and was the first at my last year ) 

-degree of good with 77.5% .

INTERESTS English Series , Movies , Football , Reading , Literature

Ahmed Mohamed-
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REFERENCES Ahmed_ALanwar_Alasad@yahoo.com

ABOUT ME  - A quick learner with sustainable dedication to what i am working on  ( i ranked first at
my last year at collegue , top achiever and first in all my first Job exams and
performances)   .

- Confident communicator across multiple levels with good communication skills gained
through numerous presentations i performed as an activity throughout College lectures ,
and due to my first work as CSR agent within a  multinational bank  .

- Resourceful , analytical , with remarkable accuracy in tranlation and sorting out issues.

- Adaptibility, ambitious , with amazing results working within a team , entusiastic about
new challenges and improving my skills . 

 

LANGUAGES
1. Arabic ( Mother Tongue )
2. English (proficiency) 
3. French ( intermidairy) 
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